Interactive processes during interlimb coordination: combining movement patterns with different frequency ratios.
The present study examined the formation of a movement pattern that was added to an ongoing coordinative regime across different limb combinations. It was hypothesized that the addition of the secondary mode would perturb the ongoing primary mode by adding rhythmic complexity to the task requirements. Furthermore, the formation of the secondary mode was predicted to be affected by the ongoing coordination pattern. In Exp. 1, a primary multifrequency mode (2:1 ratio) was performed while a secondary isofrequency mode (1:1 ratio) was initiated midway into the trials, whereas the reversed dual-pattern conditions were examined in Exp. 2. The results from both experiments showed that the multifrequency mode deteriorated across limb combination under dual-pattern as compared to single-pattern conditions. The isofrequency mode was also affected under combined pattern conditions, but its degradation was a function of the limb combination under consideration. In particular, the non-homologous limbs, which demonstrated less stable behavior than the homologous limbs under single-pattern conditions, were affected most strongly when confronted with the simultaneous production of the multifrequency mode. In addition, anti-phase movements deteriorated more than in-phase movements, supporting indirectly the contention that afferent feedback monitoring complexity differs for the two movement configurations. The findings of this study suggest that manipulation of task requirements can be used to examine pattern durability and formation in view of dynamical perturbations.